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Unique High-Performance Firearms for
Self-Defense, Hunting and Recreation
Every Kel-Tec handgun, rifle and shotgun design offers
unique benefits and comes with a lifetime warranty.
Founded by George Kellgren in 1991, Kel-Tec is one of
the top five US firearms makers, shipping over 150,000
guns in 2016. Located in rural Cocoa, FL, Kel-Tec is one
of Brevard County’s strongest employers, with over 260
people working on 100,000 sq.ft of production space
with 60+ CNC machines.

Affordable and Popular Arms
Over 2 million of Kel-Tec guns are in use in
the United States and world-wide. Most of
the designs deliver unique performance for
the size and weight, all are reasonably priced
for the value delivered. They are in use from
the Alaskan wilderness to deep concealment
in the urban jungles to backups unofficially
carried by Swiss militiamen.

RDB and RDB-C are fully ambidextrous downward ejecting rifles feeding from

standard AR magazines. Both models are reliably sub-MOA and easy easy to shoot
well thanks to exceptionally low recoil. Modular design provides versatility and ease
of maintenance. Adjustable long stroke gas system is sound suppressor friendly.
Massive overtravel of the bolt with ejection down behind the magazine provides
reliably energetic feeding and a gentle extraction cycle. Available in 5.56mm with
17.3” or 20” barrel, the RDB is excellent for competitive shooting or home
defense. Accurate and very compact, 5.56mm or 6.5mm Grendel RDB-C
is superb for long-range hunting with either 20” or 24” barrel. Designed
without a conventional pistol grip, it is also legal in more jusrisdictions.

RDB-C 24”
6.5 Grendel

RDB 20”
5.56mm

RDB 17.3”
5.56mm

RFB is a fully ambidextrous forward ejecting 7.62mm NATO rifle feeding from FAL compatible maga-

zines. Available with 18” or 24” barrels, RFB shoots around 1MOA. Adjustable short stroke gas system
is sound suppressor friendly. Forward ejection channels spent brass away from the spotter, and gas away
from the shooter. It offers a lot of power in a compact, well balanced form.

KSG

is a fully ambidextrous downward ejecting
bullpup 12ga pump shotgun with TWO 7-shot
(2.75”) tube magazines. KSG 18.5” barrel comes
with internal choke threads. Chambered for 3” shells,
KSG also cycles shorter loads for higher capacity.

KSG-NR comes with shorter (4+4) magazine tubes and a barrel
ready for conversion to NFA registered short-barreled shotgun.

With optional
flash hider

CMR30 carbine

and PMR30 pistol use the same

22WMR cartridge and 30-round magazines. Lightweight and
accurate, they have negligible recoil and considerable firepower. CMR30 carbine features a mutli-position collapsible stock.
CMR30 comes with a threaded barrel, PMR30 has it available as
an optional accessory.

SU16

is a compact short stroke piston carbine in
5.56mm NATO. A full accessorized, loaded SU16
with an integral bipod weighs the same as an empty
M4 carbine without optics. Lightweight and modular,
it is available in a wide variety of configurations for
different tasks and regulatory environments.

SU16E

SU16A

SU16CA

See other configurations
at KelTecWeapons.com.

SU16C

PLR16 is the pistol variant, providing high
velocity long range capability in a concealable form.
Much lighter than AR pistols, it also doesn’t require
a protruding buffer tube. Both SU16 and PLR16
use standard AR15 magazines.

SU22E

SU22CA

SU22 duplicates the SU16 manual of arms in a rimfire caliber for cheaper and quieter training.

Lightweight and accurate, it works equally well for small game hunting, competitive sport and range
practice. Feeds from AR15-22 magazines with capacity 10 to 50 rounds.

PLR22 is the pistol variant.

SUB2000 carbine comes in

9mm Luger and 40S&W calibers. Two variants are available, accepting
either Glock 17/19/22/23 or Sig-Sauer P226/320, Beretta 92/96, Smith&Wesson M&P, and CZ75/85
magazines. The carbine folds in half for transport, measuring only 16¼” in length when stowed.

P11 is a compact, affordable 9mm carry pistol with 10+1
capacity. Optional 12-round magazines are also available.

PF9 pistol is thin, light and carries 7+1 rounds of 9mm Luger.

It is excellent for concealed carry. Mild recoil makes extensive
training with PF9 comfortable.

P3AT is a tiny, 6-ounce locked breech deep concealment

pistol in 380ACP. Standard capacity 6+1, extended magazines
are available.

P32 is as light and tiny, holding

7+1 of 32ACP for even lower recoil.

Kel-Tec: Unique Guns for Diverse Shooters.

We continually develop new firearms and find ways
to make current designs better. For for most current,
detailed technical information, and to acquire useful
accessories, please visit KelTecWeapons.com

Some products are shown with optional or aftermarket accessories.
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